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2015 Goodreads Choice Awards - Nominee in Best FantasyAfter surviving a round-trip to hell, Piper

figures she can survive anything. After all, she just lived through the devastating loss of her Consul

apprenticeship and a torturous stint at boarding school. How much worse could it get?Well, she

wasn&apos;t expecting a group of crazy radicals to burn her home to the ground and take her

prisoner.The Gaians, a.k.a. the crazy radicals, plan to rid Earth of daemons and they want Piper to

help them. In exchange for her cooperation, they promise her the answer to all her problems: magic.

With her own magic, she could reclaim her apprenticeship, the only future she&apos;s ever wanted.

But her magic comes at price--it could kill her.With the life she&apos;s always known crumbling

around her and her future slipping from her grasp, she needs Ash&apos;s help one more time. But

the greatest danger of all lies within her, and no matter what she does, she may lose

everything--including him.The Complete Steel & Stone Series:Chase the Dark (Steel & Stone

#1)Bind the Soul (Steel & Stone #2)Yield the Night (Steel & Stone #3)Feed the Flames (Steel &

Stone #3.5)Reap the Shadows (Steel & Stone #4)Unleash the Storm (Steel & Stone #5)Steel &

Stone Companion Collection (Steel & Stone #6)
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This is the third book in the Steel and Stone series by Marie. I just love this YA urban fantasy series!

This whole series has a wonderful world, with wonderful characters, tons of action, interesting

magic, and some romance. I have devoured all of these books and find them incredibly hard to put

down.Piper returns from boarding school only to have her home Consulate burnt down around her.

When she wakes up she finds that she has been kidnapped by her mother and the Gaians. The

Gaians want to unlock PiperÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s sealed magic and offer Piper the chance to help

lead the Gaians in a rebellion against the Consulate. However when the seal on

PiperÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s magic is broken things donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t go as planned and her very

life is at stake. Now Piper and crew must go on a quest to find a healer who can help her control her

magic. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a quest that will answer many questions about PiperÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

past.This has been such an excellent series. I love the characters, the world, and the magic. The

book is incredibly easy to read and super hard to put down.I will admit a bit part of what makes this

book wonderful is PiperÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s relationship with Ash, the Draconian. Ash is still such a

mystery and such an interesting character. The scenes between the two of them are absolutely

engrossing and captivating.Piper is an amazing character as well. She goes through many trials and

much pain in this book, but some of things we learn about her abilities and past are amazing. This is

one of those series where things just get more and more interesting the longer you read it.I love this

world with Earth, an Overworld, and an Underworld. This book expands on our understanding of

these planes of existence. You find out more history behind this world and behind the conflict

between the Overworlders and the Underworlders.The action scenes are amazingly written;

itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s so easy to picture what is happening and the story is absolutely

edge-of-your-seat engaging. Additionally there is a lot of humor in here and witty dialogue that make

the book very entertaining.Overall this is just a perfect urban fantasy read. This book is a perfect

blend of interesting world-building, amazing characters, action, romance, and fascinating magic.

Really this book just has it all. Right now this is one of my favorite urban fantasy series and I am

dying to read, Reap the Shadows, when it releases. This whole series is highly recommended to

urban fantasy fans.



Great third book in the series. I don't believe this can be read as a stand-alone book. It pretty much

drops you where you left off at the last book and if you don't know all of the characters and previous

stories, I think you would be lost. Anyway, love how things are going romantically for the heroine.

We get some resolution for that. Also, we find out why our heroine is the way she is in terms of her

"power" and it's a whopper. I love all of the twists and turns this truly talented author takes in getting

her story out there. The only reason why I detracted 0.5 stars is that this story ends on a cliffhanger

and I really hate those. I really wish authors would stop doing that - I don't mind reading series but I

would like each book to end on some sort of resolution to the storyline for that book so that I'm not

out to kill when the last chapter ends. If cliffhangers don't bug you, then this would probably be a

perfect read for anyone who loves urban fantasy/paranormal romance. Highly recommended series.

Wow. I just finished this third book, and am thoroughly impatient for the next one. Waiting is not

going to be fun. This book stepped out there into a much more mature and thoughtful experience.

The growth of the characters in this installment is substantial, particularly the last third of the book.

Piper moves from this book as an older and wiser girl who understands the stakes, and more

importantly, is willing to step into the darkness on her own. I was really impressed with the

improvements in writing the author has made. It's almost as if she moved forward with the aging of

her characters. The only other author I've really seen do that successfully is J. K. Rowling. I'm

sincerely looking forward to the next book.

*I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review*As with the first two, I loved this book. The

character development was there, the plot moves quickly, and the action scenes that we have come

to expect took a new turn in this novel. I don't want to give away any spoilers if at all possible but I

have to say that the developments between Ash and Piper and, of course, the overprotective sibling

angle were AMAZING. Piper developed even further and really matures as a heroine, learning to

view herself from outside eyes and make better decisions regarding her actions by balancing how

she is interpreted with what she knows to be true about herself.You also get visuals for an entirely

new world and some very very very key loose ends are tied up very nicely (only to give you new

ones to wonder about instead, of course). I didn't even realize I was through the book until it ended -

there was so much going on and I didn't have time to think about what could happen next because

so much was happening so quickly.My favorite part for Piper is towards the beginning, when dealing

with her mothers offer - when offered something that she has wanted her whole life she refuses to

accept it with the many dangerous strings that would come with it out of loyalty to the people she



loves. It's just a perfect example about what makes her such a wonderful protagonist - she still has

her faults but she actively grows in each book and becomes more admirable.I just loved these

books, and this one might be my favorite of all. This book hasn't even been released yet and I'm

desperately awaiting the next one. I recommend these to all of my friends who enjoy YA and enjoy

this kind of writing (which really balances the dark with the light - without ruining everyone's happy

endings). If you're still reading this rambling review you should DEFINITELY be reading the book.

It's way better. You won't regret it.
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